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ALL Save Energy
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Authorized PG&E Solar Installer
Breaking News for {{Full Name}}!

Recommend a new Customer and Earn $500…
ALL Save Energy announces its new Customer Referral Program . Recommend us
to someone you know, who’s interested in Going Solar and we’ll do the rest. Just
pass along their contact info (with their permission) - or simply have them reach
out to us through our website, social media, email, text, etc… If they become a
customer, we’ll give you a $500 Visa Gift Card . Certain restrictions and limitations
apply, inquire for details. (Contact Tony @ 209.321.6848)

Current Incentives:
Of course there’s still the 30% Federal I.T.C. (which is like receiving an automatic
30% discount!)
ALL Save Energy is offering a $500 Rebate paid as a Visa Gift Card at the end of
the project.
Plus, a Free Programmable Smart Thermostat (Wi-Fi & Smartphone compatible)
And, a Free SMA Secure Power Supply upgrade (2,000 Watts)

Energy Saving Tips:
You can save as much as 10% a year on heating
and cooling by simply turning your thermostat back
7 to 10 degrees Fahrenheit for 8 hours a day, from
where you would normally have it set.
You can do this automatically by using a
programmable thermostat and scheduling the times
you turn on the heating or air conditioning. As a
result, the equipment doesn’t operate as much
when you are asleep or not at home.

Quote of the Week:
“The ultimate measure of a man is not where he
stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but
where he stands at times of challenge and
controversy.”
~ Martin Luther King Jr.

Industry News: (Click the links for full articles.)
How much U.S. electricity is generated from
renewable energy?
U.S. power plants used renewable energy sources,
including water, wind, biomass wood and waste,
geothermal, and solar…
DOE Releases Second Annual National Energy
Employment Analysis
Report tracks rapid growth in energy efficiency and
infrastructure jobs

Coming Next Week...
More Energy Saving Tricks & Tips
Smart Battery Technology, why it’s important.
How Battery Storage + Solar PV = HUGE
Savings!
Updates on ALL Save Energy and our
Incentives.

